
RECEPTION DESKS AND WAITING SOFAS

RECEPTION DESKS
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RECEPTION DESK  CRYSTAL
REF: YAHMT-S01

Thanks to its curved design and its white finish with quilted glass, you’ll have a 
design element at the entrance to your establishment. It has two large glass 
shelves that add clarity to the whole.Designed to attract the attention of 
customers and provide comfort to the worker.
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RECEPTION DESK  BUDDY
REF: YAHEA-78086BL

Thanks to its curved design and black and white finishes, it allows easy cleaning 
and lighting. It has a camouflaged opening for the passage of cables from 
sales terminals and computers, as well as a tray removable by means of rails 
for keyboards and mice. It has ample storage space: two drawers under the 
removable tray, free shelves and two side cabinets. Designed to attract the 
attention of customers and provide comfort to the worker.

ESPECIFICACIONES TÉCNICAS

Alto: 90 cm

Ancho: 36 cm

Largo: 123 cm 

Espacio de almacenaje: 2 
cajones + baldas + 2 armarios

Color: Blanco y Negro
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RECEPTION DESK  MICHELANGELO
REF: IDMS0813MA

This is a desk with straight lines and simple finishes that adapts to the 
decoration of any reception. It has a work table that allows you to set up 
computers and still have space for the paperwork. It has two drawers and 
a wardrobe, as well as space for a desktop computer, as well as a tray 
removable by means of rails for keyboards and mice. It’s a perfect simple 
option for a reception.
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RECEPTION DESK  BASIC DECO
REF: IDMMT-38

This is a desk with straight lines and simple finishes that adapts to the 
decoration of any reception. It has a work table that allows you to set up 
computers and still have space for the paperwork. It has tree drawers and 
a wardrobe, as well as space for a desktop computer, It has a opening 
covered up for cables, as well as a removable tray for the keyboard and the 
mouse It’s a perfect simple option for a reception.
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SOFA JEAN CLAUDE OLIVIER
REF: YAHAKCOSMO

This 3 seats sofa, made of high quality faux-leather, offers optimal seating 
comfort. It is a great option to give a touch of elegance to your salon.

Upholstery:
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SOFA POLAR
REF: YAHEB-6502

Upholstery:

The sofa is upholstered with high quality durable faux-leather, it is very easy 
to clean. Its simple design stands out for the excellent seams. The sofa is well 
constructed with sturdy legs.
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SOFA BOLONIA
REF: IDMRSILLB

This 2 seats sofa does not take up much space and offers simple lines to 
decorate both a modern and classic style rooms. It has a large seating area 
and a thickly padded cushion for a comfortable seating feeling.

Upholstery:
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SOFA DA VINCI
REF: IDMS0332

Sofa for beauty salons and aesthetics with simple and elegant style.

Totally upholstered in high quality polyurethane that provides comfort to the 
client and allows an easy cleaning. It has a padded back and seat, as well 
as chromed legs.

Upholstery:
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SOFA CHESTER 3 SEATS
REF: IDMSILCHEST3

Upholstery:

A classic English design, words are almost superfluous. An icon of decoration. 
The CHESTER sofa ensures distinction and elegance in your beauty salon 
because it is inevitably the spotlight. Its capitoné design, powerful arms and 
sturdy legs give it an iconic look. The 3 seater sofa Chester offers you a style 
that has lasted in time. 
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SOFA CHESTER 2 SEATS
REF: IDMSILCHEST2

With the sofa Chester you choose: the classicism and sobriety of the earthy 
range (chocolate brown, burgundy or grey), or a shattering note with the 
striking pale pink color. You could also customize your own print.

In any case, you will feel the comfort and softness of its upholstery in faux-
leather, because comfort is not at odds with aesthetics.

Upholstery:
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CUSTOMIZABLE ARMCHAIR CHESTER 
REF: IDMSILCHEST3

SOFA CHESTER JEAN CLAUDE OLIVER 2 AND 3 SEATS
REF: JCOSILCHEST2 / JCOSILCHEST3

Do you want a unique and exclusive sofa?
Send us your design and we will personalize it for you!
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